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I

AM ALWAYS happy to bring you news of our work in Nkuringo Uganda, and doubly
happy when it is a souvenir edition documenting the work of the latest Go Uganda
trip. 24 of us were on Go Uganda October 2018. They had travelled from different
parts of the UK and even Spain to join us in taking aid and support to our special
community. Some had been before – either trekking or on a previous trip – but for
the majority, which included children, this was a big step into the unknown.
Each trip is different, but each trip is full of joy, laughter and tears. Everyone who
goes is touched by the magic of Nkuringo and all vow to return. I hope these pages
will give you a little glimpse into that adventure and maybe tempt you to join us on
a future one. I can only thank each and every person who went for their hard work
both before and during our time there. This is certainly not a holiday and each day is
fully packed with people to see and things to do.
Some of the wonderful acts of kindness are reported here – the children who found
sponsors, the water tank, mattresses, blankets, benches, hens, goats and more that
were spontaneously donated during the trip. Some will be reported more fully in

A Nice end to this story
Amanda Howcroft-Stemp sponsors Agatha Oweyesigyine to attend the Nkuringo
Community Vocational Secondary School. When she read about the Give Hope Give a Hen
campaign to provide hens to for the HIV Positive Living Group she gave the money for two
hens – to be called Dorothy and Betty after her mum and aunt.
Behind those names we discovered a love story linking Uganda to Crowborough long before
we got involved – in fact going back to 1950!
Amanda’s mum Dorothy went to live in Uganda in 1950 and worked at the Uganda
electricity board. She loved Uganda. Her dad John also worked there at Barclays Bank
and had been asked to keep an eye on Dorothy by Dorothy’s mum. They became friends.
Dorothy returned home in 1953 when her dad died.
John came home on leave in 1954. Dorothy invited him down for the weekend
as she thought he would be a suitable boyfriend for her sister Betty !! Fortunately fate took a different turn and six weeks later Dorothy
and xxx were married, honeymooned in Crowborough and then
returned to Kampala! Amanda was christened in
Kampala. Now Dorothy and Betty, are making two
families in
Nkuringo happy
because of a love
story that happened
nearly 70 years
ago!!!

December – and many will just stay as warm memories in
the hearts of the people involved.
Whilst there we were able to inspect the work that is
ongoing to make both schools the best they can be. Primary
7 were about to take their exams with the hope they will get
that all important pass to enable them to go to
Secondary School. This is only the second year that the
school has been in a position to put pupils forward for these
exams and last year everyone passed with great results. We
are hoping for a similar success this year. Pupils and Teachers in both schools work extremely hard to ensure that
everything you do for them is used for best results.
In the Secondary School the calculators sent out by Casio
were welcomed with joy. Something so simple can make
such a huge difference to how these pupils perform. I know
that the next project to help this school is the provision of
text books. Currently these are scarce and everything has to
be written out on the board for people to copy. Kate Bishop
and Mel Dolding are starting a Sponsor a Book campaign in
the next newsletter – for £9 you can pay for a much needed
text book – and even have your name in the front cover!
How cool is that! It is hard to believe that so little can make such a difference.

Above: Gilipina Kyorisima came to us to
ask for help. Read her story on page 51

We also bring updates on the Medical issues we are helping with. If anyone wants
to donate to the medical fund to enable us to continue this important work please do
contact me.
Two much bigger projects are also taking shape - the construction of an underground
water tank to provide water to the village – and the building of a new clinic at Nteko.
More inside these pages. These are great projects for companies or organisations to get
involved in. Every single penny donated goes straight to the community, Nothing is
deducted for administration. All the work of every volunteer is provided free of charge.
We were pleased also to see the new bio toilets at the primary school nearing completion.
The byproduct of these toilets is gas for cooking and manure for the vegetable gardens.
More on this next month!
We hope you enjoy this newsletter and stories of our latest Go
Uganda trip. Two trips in 2019 are already fully booked but I will
shortly be opening the lists for three trips in 2020 – May, August
and October. The August trip is specifically for teachers and
children who cannot come out easily at other times.
If you have any questions on anything you read in these pages
please get in touch. Please feel free to share
this newsletter with like minded souls.
Until next month! Keep safe and enjoy our news!
Jan

Below: The new bio-toilet at the Primary
School is taking shape
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THE

JOURNEY

After what seemed like an eternity of talking about our Go Uganda
October trip to Nkuringo it was suddenly upon us!!! 24 excited souls
dressed in their royal blue shirts and navy blue fleeces and made their
way to Gatwick Airport – each lugging 46 kilos of aid (or more) plus hand
luggage stuffed with essential clothes
for the duration.

T

HE JOURNEY to the airport was not without some hiccups for some –
and Mark Garritt had to give up trying to push one van and find
alternative transport for Tara, Tony, Helen, Anita, James and Jasmine to
ensure they all got to the flight on time!
Slowly the departure lounge at Gatwick filled with the familiar sight of
Sports Direct bags as strangers became friends all united in their desire to
make a difference to a community so far away.
We were travelling Rwandair – our first attempt at a non-stop flight after
the excitements of our last trip when we ended up spending time in Kenya
when our delayed flight missed its connection. This flight was also delayed but
what is 2 hours between friends!

Top: Mark pushing van
Middle: The bags begin to congregate!!!
Right: Tara and Jan last minute planning
Below: Anita, Jasmin , James and Kate
getting excited

KIGALI
AIRPORT

A

RRIVAL IN RWANDA went very smoothly and
we all sped through immigration without
a visa hiccup in sight! All 48 bags were soon
counted off the conveyor belts and eager porters
pushed the laden trolleys out to meet Asgario and
our transport to Uganda.
We were however late arriving and after packing
the vans we knew we needed to get through the
border and up to Nkuringo before darkness fell.
All agreed to forsake a lunch stop to ensure the
trip was completed in daylight.
It was soon apparent to all why we had needed
to press on. As the tarmac gave way to muddy
rocky tracks our coach slid and bumped round
hairpin bends and dramatic drops giving us all the
well-known Ugandan back massage. At times we
even had to get out to allow the driver to
negotiate a tricky bit!

Top: 48 bags made it through Rwanda
customs
Right: Now to fit bags and hand
luggage into two vans
Bottom: Karen gets up close and
personal with Ugandan roads
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found themselves dancing and marching
along with the children – the photos in past
newsletters now coming to life.
As we reached the Nkuringo Guest House
– our home for the next week – another
surprise awaited us as we were treated to a
joyful dance by a local group.
Time to meet the staff who would look
after us and get ourselves settled. After a
marvellous meal prepared by Emma and
his team we sat in the bar looking out over
the volcanoes of the Congo below us and
prepared ourselves for the adventure of a
lifetime!

Photos on this page show the community
coming out to greet us and then the welcome
dance.
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The highlight of any Go Uganda trip is the
distribution of clothes, shoes and aid we have
brought out in our 48 23kg bags! We are slowly
learning what is most needed and refining the
ways in which it is distributed.

Our main recipients are the staff at both schools and the Guest
House (must keep these important people happy), the children
in the schools, our two Batwa communities, two HIV groups
and two women’s groups. We also bring medical supplies and
school supplies – which as you know this time included enough
scientific calculators for the whole of the secondary school!
Once the mountain of aid is sorted into piles we firstly pull
out and pack as a priority the bags for distribution to the needy
groups. Go Uganda members then position themselves at
different stations around the Guest House – bra station, shoe
station, ladies, men’s and children’s clothes, shoes, toothpaste,
toothbrushes – you name it – they brought it! The most needy
children and adults are then brought to be fitted out. There is
never enough and we always feel sad when a child leaves barefoot because we have run out of the right sizes.

Left: Lots of shoes but never
enough
Top: Jan realises some of the
Above: Karrie prepares for the rush!

clothes are too big

Right: Jenny with three happy hat recipients!
Below: School staff and pupils collect much needed clothes

CLOTHES DISTRIBUTION
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SCHOOL WELCOME
SPONSOR GIFTS

Having spent most of our first day up close and personal with staff and
children as we gave out sponsor gifts and distributed shoes and clothing
it was lovely late afternoon to finally walk up to the Primary School to see
what it was all about! Our welcomes never disappoint!

WHY WE ARE STOPPING THEM
Up until now every member of the Go Uganda groups has been asked to
bring specific gifts out for sponsor children. Just as some sponsors never
write to their children and others write regularly, some sponsors always
send amazing gifts to their children in Nkuringo. The size and amount of
these gifts has reached epic proportions

A

LTHOUGH THE practise of
giving gifts to specific children
started with the best intentions,
it has now grown out of all
proportion and is beginning to
cause problems in the community.
Imagine you are one of
the neediest children in the
school. Suddenly you have a
sponsor and twice a year are showered
with clothes, shoes and toys. Those children
who have sponsors who do not send gifts
start to feel jealous. Those who have absolutely nothing but whose parents struggle
and work hard to pay the school fees themselves watch on as some of the most needy
become the most privileged.
We asked people to keep the gift they sent
small and simple. After all the aim of this
trip is to bring out aid to the most needy.
The gifts however have in some cases got

Top: Sweatshirts
please
Left: Needy children
Right: Sponsor gifts –
No more please

extremely big – several kilos – all
taking up valuable space in our
luggage.
After a long chat with the
concerned staff in the schools
we have made a decision.
We will no longer accept
that the Go Uganda
trips are used to take
individual gifts to sponsor children. We need to restore
equilibrium in the community.
If we give to a child we need to give to all of
them.
We have started two programmes and we
hope you will help and support these.
Firstly we are aware that shoes are the most
necessary item for most children and many are
bare foot or wearing shoes that are broken or
too small. Jenny Aldridge brought out a foot
measure with her on this trip and we have
already measured all the feet of the pupils at the
secondary school. We should have the
measurements of all the primary school pupils
by the end of this month.
Sponsors CAN purchase a pair of shoes for
their sponsor children but we would ask that
they also try and provide shoes for others on
the lists. We will have a good idea soon of how
may shoes we need of each size so we know just
what to collect. It may take a couple of trips but
we hope that ultimately every child will have
received a sturdy pair of shoes – and the size
against each name will be one size bigger than

they currently are to allow for growth – (we
will also be appealing for thick socks to
balance this!!!).
Secondly we are also aware that as nice as
the hand knitted jumpers are in the Primary
School – they are not as sturdy as they need
to be considering many of the children wear
them all the time.
We noted that the sweatshirts Anne Cripps
obtained from a school changing their
logo – and which have been in use for three
years now – are still going strong. We are
therefore putting out a massive
appeal for blue sweatshirts – not
hoodies! These can cost as little as £4 new in the super
markets. How wonderful
if every Go Uganda group
member could bring out
as many as they can get
their hands on – second
hand will be fine!
Within a couple of trips
every child should have a
warm fleece! - The additional
space freed up by not taking
sponsor gifts will enable us to
make an even bigger
difference!!
Sue Lloyd will be giving more
detailed tips on what to bring
out in our December issuecan’t wait!!!!

The children were fizzing with excitement as we took our places
on chairs in front of the lovely new playground (funded by Maria
Clarke and friends). We were introduced to the staff and then
welcomed with some wonderful singing that left the group
with more than a tear or two – again – in their eyes!
Every morning and evening the school assembles to sing and
raise/lower the flag. It is a time to prepare for the day or lay
it to rest. We would get used to hearing the morning singing float over the valley at 7:30am and again at 5:00pm – and
would often walk up and watch this joyous event.
Singing complete we were free to walk round the school and
visit the classrooms, dormitories, toilets and kitchens (please
take these words in context). As many of the children board
there were lots of hands to hold and hugs to be had! What a
wonderful day – the first of many!!!
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The last time we were in Uganda we met with the Positive
Living Group – an HIV group we were unaware of. Because of
their plight we started the Give Hope Give a Hen project which
has seen over 160 hens and goats so far given to the families in
this group to provide eggs, milk and a better diet to help them
fight this dreadful disease.

BATWA

POSITIVE LIVING
IN GOOD SPIRITS

WELCOME

T
Below: Group photo with Positive Living Group

HE WELCOME we received was again amazing. As many of the group as could
make it travelled to thank us for the goats and hens we had promised and then
delivered on. There were smiles all round as they learnt of our commitment also to
help them build a new clinic to replace the crumbling ancient facilities they
currently had (and which we covered in our September issue).
We had brought with us the bags of aid we had so carefully selected for this mixed
group of adults and children – received again with smiles all round. It was lovely to
see how much more Positive and Hopeful this group had become – and it was not
over! See page 24 for more details!

From the very first time we met with the Batwa community that
shares the same remote ridge location as the Positive Living Group
our hearts were stolen. This gentle people have lost everything.
Thrown out of the forest onto reservations with little support and
now scraping a living making handicrafts and dancing for tourists
they are still managing to hold on to their ancient heritage with a
dignity that should shame their oppressors.

W

E PARTICULARLY wanted the group to meet our Batwa Pygmy friends
in their current home before seeing the Batwa Experience later in the week.
They would better be able to contrast how they used to hunt and live at one
with the forest with the reality of today.
Kate, Tara and I were over the moon to see that Irene
was in good spirits despite the early arrival of her
baby (a little boy who was yet to be named).
Kate gave her a blanket knitted by her
80 year old grandmother – it could not
have gone to a better home.
We brought with us the bags of aid
specifically packed for the group – tiny
adult and children’s clothes. Of all the
groups these are the most needy. When
we saw them later in the week for the hen
and goat collection many of them were
happily sporting the clothes they received.
We definitely need more!!!! Emotional
visit yet again!
Middle Right: Irene and new baby
Top and bottom: Batwa welcome
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The Batwa Experience is the only trip we currently ask people
to pay for. The community walk is given free of charge as the
community want to give back to our group for their tireless fund
raising and the aid they provide. We ask for $25 per person for
this experience to give the Batwa an income for their efforts.

BATWA

EXPERIENCE

I

T MUST BE SAID that you have never
seen real acting until you have been
on the Batwa experience. As they walk
you through the way they lived, how they
hunted, cooked food, looked after their
people and moved from place to place they
re-enact every part with gusto. Real tears
spring from eyes as they show how they
buried their dead. Real screams of pain
pierce the forest as they show how they
collect honey from wild bees. The children
climb willingly up into the tree houses
where they used to hide from wild animals
during the day while the adults were out
hunting. The women show the wild food
they gather and cook – and consume with
great glee.

After seeing these same people in their
current home on a windy remote ledge
far from civilisation – it was almost heart
breaking to watch them relive the past,
their traditions and history – a history
that is one of the oldest of mankind.
The Go Uganda group all had a go at the
bow and arrow – with more or less
success. Philip – the local community
guide translated as most of the Batwa
do not understand English. Often it is
those of their children we now have in our
schools that translate for them.
It is always an uplifting experience and
not to be missed!
Left: Photos show Tony
and Jes trying the bow
and arrow, some great
acting and some of the
group resting after their
excitements
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GORILLAS
One of the options you can pay to do whilst in Nkuringo is to visit the Gorillas. On this
visit Jenny and Bob Aldridge, Zonja Bunn and Kelly Kershaw all decided to get up close and
personal with a Silverback (or two in this case!!!).
They trekked up and down pathways, across tea plantations and finally into the
impenetrable forest (a difference in altitude of over 700 metres) before meeting the
extended family having breakfast. They were able to sit with these amazing
creatures for over an hour. Something they will never forget!

Top and Left: Happy Students
Above: Jenny distributing calculators

NKURINGO COMMUNITY VOCATIONAL SECONDARY SCHOOL
RECEIVE THEIR CALCULATORS FROM

KEEPING DOROTHY SAFE
( and everbody else! )

Y

OU MAY remember that Dorothy Akankwasa – a girl many
of us will remember for her joyful singing and dancing both
in the Primary School and now in Secondary School – was hit by
lightning early this year. Lighting Strikes in Uganda are many
and often fatal. Dorothy was lucky and is slowly recovering.
Maria Clarke decided to pay for a Lightning
Arrestor for the Secondary School to keep Dorothy
(and all the other children) safe. Thank you so
much Maria for this amazing and much appreciated gift. More lightning arrestors are needed
for the schools and church. £375 buys safety for
a building and its occupants. Contact Jan for
details.

CASIO

When the Secondary School put out an urgent request for scientific
calculators - something needed but so far outside most student’s budgets –
Jenny Aldridge sprung into action and started writing letters to companies.
Only one replied – but what a reply! Casio provided 300 calculators plus
rulers and filled pencil cases – enough to ensure every student now
has the tools to succeed.

J

ENNY’S visit to the Secondary School to hand out the calculators and pencil cases was unforgettable. The Headteacher,
Denis Twebase, took Jenny into each class where she was
greeted with applause and cheers. Pupils were ecstatic
and handled their gifts like treasure. A few were
overwhelmed!
One of the special graphic calculators was given to the
Chemistry teacher to investigate their potential in developing
and supporting teaching and learning.
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COMMUNITY WALK
The community walk is a chance for the group to see what daily life
really is like for the people of Nkuringo. Remember this community
lives hours of difficult travel from the nearest town and self
sufficiency is the operative word. It certainly is an eye opener to
understand exactly what it is like not to be able to just pop to
the shops!

Top Left and Right: The blacksmiths
demonstrate their skills handed down
through the generations

T

HE GO UGANDA team were divided into
two groups to keep numbers intimate.
Each group was taken in turn to see the
local blacksmith where generations of the
same family have made knives and tools
from the same little hut – often using iron
ore collected locally. From there it is a hop
and skip to the Healer whose charismatic
grin and selection of herbs to cure everything from a dog who has lost his bark to
a broken heart is certainly a long way away
from our usual pharmacy experiences! A
local man showed them round his house
and explained how he cooks and looks
after everything whilst his wife works in
the fields. A visit to the newly opened Bee
Keeping project rounds off the walk. Along
the way there are people to greet and baskets and carvings to buy from the handicraft stalls along the main drag. The group
will certainly agree that you feel safe and
at home in Nkuringo despite the chasm
between our daily lives. il ex eatur soluptiae que sunt occaerum inusti tet esequodis veliquam ut possed quatur maximi, sita
voluptatur, sequasp elendendae solorem
sum que aspienis dolorem elluptatius vendi
quae pra con ped ex es conecab ipsaes aut

Top Left: A local home
Left: The healer and his herbs
Below: Herbs

Right and Far Right: Demonstration from the
Bee Keepers
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TEACHING
When we discovered how much talent we had in our Go Uganda
group we thought it would be great to share some of those skills.
Our offer to teach was greeted enthusiastically by both schools

O

UR GROUP CERTAINLY produced some amazing lessons – all hugely appreciated and well attended. Jan
taught Denis speech recognition. Jes Lunn gave a talk on
Basic Psychology, Tony and Helen Lloyd-Waldren talked
about their life in the Police, Anita Baxter gave an English
lesson, Kate Bishop spoke about the English Education
System, Zara Fearon talked about the life of a 13 year old in
education in England, Tara Garritt gave an overview of the
wild life in Queen Elizabeth Park, Jenny Aldridge read a story
and along with Kate Bishop, Jes Lunn and Jess Fitherbert
gave out knitting needles and crochet hooks and instructions to the girls in the Primary School. Ross, James and
Jasmine all excelled along with Anita in tag rugby, football
and other sports on Top of the World, Jess Fitzherbert gave
a lesson in outdoor maths to the baby class at Primary
School – ably assisted by William , Devin and Jes. Ruth
Mason gave a talk on Archaeology at the Secondary School
and most of the group got involved in teaching playground
games and songs to pupils and teachers alike…. And I am
sure there were other sessions I have forgotten to list!

People taking turns talking
or teaching to the pupils
on a specific subject.
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PLAYING TOGETHER
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PETER WHITMARSH
YOU MADE A DIFFERENCE

W

E FOUND ON this trip playing together really reinforced
the bonds of friendship and love between our group and
the community.
Watching the mutual joy and concentration on the faces of
children, visitors and teachers alike as they absorbed
themselves in everything from marbles to jacks, crochet, knitting and even Origami together was inspirational.
We would certainly advise that any future visitors start
brushing up on their skills – whether you know how some two
ball rhymes, how to dance the rumba or teach a musical
instrument – your help will be really appreciated. What is more
you will learn as much as you teach!
Many of our group are now proficient in the local jumping
dance and the school children can sing the Shark song with all
the moves!

In 2017 Peter Whitmarsh presented a bike to the community
to enable those in need to receive medication in their homes,
transport as required to hospital and generally overcome the
tremendous difficulties of living in such difficult terrain. The
primary beneficiaries were the HIV group we have supported
for four years however it is called into action for anyone in
need. There are two drivers who take it in turn to be on call
and we understand it is in constant use. The bike was
dedicated to the memory of Peter’s son David and he would be
proud to see what a difference this amazing gift has meant.
Thank you Peter!
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I

T WAS DURING the meeting with the Positive Living Nteko
Clinic Staff that we realised that Robert, the volunteer who keeps
the group together and visits the sick families in their homes, does
it all on foot! The group was badly in need of a motorbike yet the
bike donated by Peter Whitmarsh is already constantly in use by the
other groups and has no spare capacity. We promised to see what
we could do. Within an hour of that meeting Tony and Helen Lloyd
Waldren had kindly offered to pay for the motorbike with funds
raised in their community
of Mojacar, Spain! It has
already been purchased and
will soon be painted with
the Indolo logo from that
region. Miracles do happen! Thank you so much!!!

PO S I T I V E
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LIVING HOSPITAL PROJECT
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DREAMS START TO TAKE SHAPE
After our first visit to the Positive
Living HIV Group at Nteko (see
June 2018 newsletter) we vowed
to make a difference. We started
with the Give Hope Give a Hen
project and now wanted to
investigate the building of a new
clinic.

W

HEN WE VISITED the Positive Living
Group we could see that they had
finally started to hope for a better future.
The goats and hens provided thus far
(about 150) have made a real difference –
and there is still time to buy a hen (£10) or a
goat (£30) for this worthy cause!!!
Since our last trip Gwynne Furlong and
Steve Knowlden had taken on board the
real need for a new clinic and had already
started investigating the options. On this
trip Jan and Kate were targeted to gather

answers to questions and get a better
feeling of the need and costs involved.
To that end a meeting was held at the
guest house attended by Robert Agaba
(Volunteer), Doctor Edward and also Mrs
Jolly Mugisha, the local council three
chairperson of Nyabwishenya sub-county –
there to confirm that the land the current
clinic was on had been given to them and
was therefore, planning permission permitting, able to be used to construct a new
clinic.

The clinic is a level 3 health centre, this
means no major surgery takes place there
but they treat malaria, respiratory diseases
and as well as handle maternity cases. It
was built by the Government in 1995, and
now run by a local committee (represented
here by Jolly Mugisha).
The clinic is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week. Whilst it does a lot of work with HIV
patients they treat other people too. Drugs
and facilities are severely limited.
When first diagnosed as HIV a person
needs daily treatment for the first month.
After that Robert voluntarily visits them
every 6 months for a follow up including
blood tests to see if the disease is responding to treatment. Robert often has to walk
to see all the patients as they are too ill to
come to the clinic.*
The type of clinic required was discussed
in detail. We show here a plan of the
ultimate building required. Obviously once
costed this dream may have to be reduced
in size and ambition but anything will be
better than what they have now.
The meeting was considered successful
by all present. Now the hard work begins
to make this dream a reality. We will report
on progress in our next newsletter!
*see page 23 where hours after this
meeting took place the people of
Mojacar Spain provided Robert with a
much needed motorbike!!!

A NEW UNDERGROUND
WATER TANK

Y

OU WILL REMEMBER that in our September 2018 we spoke of the need to find,
once and for all, a way of taking away the water problem from Nkuringo.
Water tanks ultimately run dry. When the water runs out – as it does every year
– women and children start making the daily 4km trek downhill to fetch water in
containers they then have to carry 4km back up to Nkuringo.
You cannot make a plastic water tank big enough to hold a year’s supply of
water and unfortunately space above ground is limited to build a reservoir.
However, we promised to look at an underground concrete 50,000 litre water
tank. Underground water tanks are not the cheapest option in the short term but
in the long term could be a prudent investment.
We now have to bite the bullet and start to seriously fund raise to provide this
necessity to the community.
We have a costed and detailed plan of an underground tank complete with
harvesting water shelter and pumping system.
The total cost would be £9,346.94 - which is about $12,500. This sounds like
an enormous amount of money to raise – but when we built the dormitories and
classrooms we asked people if they could give what they could and in return their
names would go up on a plaque on the building (they gave, we did it and their
names are now all there for all to see). Maria Clarke has promised to help by
selling gift cards – we hope to have some cards available soon for purchase.
If anyone out there would
like to help fund raise for this
important project please get
in touch. We have the
manpower and the desire
and just now need to get the
money in place to ensure that
next year we give Nkuringo
one of the best gifts we have
the power to give.
Below: Location for contruction (this will
be below ground)

Top: The meeting. Left to right Kate, Jolly,
Jan, Doctor Edward and Robert
Middle and Left: Photos of existing cooking, sleeping and toilet facilities

Above : A sketch drawing of the ideal clinic that could be built on site in
the space provided giving all the facilities requested. This is currently
being costed and we are aware we may have to lower our goals. This
however is ultimately what we want to build.
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SING SONG IN
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CHURCH

It is now a Go Uganda tradition to go to church and sing to
the congregation This time we were back by popular
demand with our own version of Hallelujah!

E

VEN IF YOU never go to church when at home I guarantee you will be moved by the
unique experience of a Nkuringo church visit. The church is always packed to the
rafters. The Minister is usually late (he has to climb those same treacherous roads
to Nkuringo we did on our arrival) – sometimes hours late -but the congregation can
keep themselves amused with singing and dancing for as long as it takes.
We bottled out a little this time at the idea of singing our song alone to such a
strong musical congregation but help was at hand! A selection of pupils from the
primary and secondary school rehearsed with us and joined us in front of the
congregation who greeted our performance with glee!
The church is filled with adults and
children – many who somehow end up
on our knees! It was heart-warming
to see that secondary school children
were so thrilled with their calculators
and pencil cases they even brought
them to church!
The government minister Rose
Kabagyeni had heard of the work of Go
Uganda and also braved the journey
with her entourage to see us sing.
Unfortunately, there was one sticky
bend too many and she arrived too late
to see us sing – but did join us after
church at the Guest House with the
Minister for lunch!
Another great memory!

Above left: Go Uganda in Church
Above right: Precious Casio gift taken
Top: Animated Performance

everywhere!

Above: Karrie and Zara collect babies

Left: Being watched by the

Left: Jan poses with the Church Ministers

congregation!
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WOMENS GROUP
After our visit to the Church we were entertained by the local Women’s
Group, one we have supported for four years. Rose Kabagyeni, woman
member of Parliament of the Kisoro District, had stayed for lunch with us
and was soon helping out with the dancing!

W

E ARE ALWAYS pleased to see this group of women who work together to overcome the difficulties of bringing up a family, often on their own. We gave them
several bags of aid we had picked out for them – always gratefully received by Fausta,
head of the group, on their behalf.
There are 30 women in total and we have promised to take them jumpers next time
to keep them warm in the harsh temperatures that can sweep the area. Another great
moment!

Left: dolupta quatatia dolorersped enecaborem
volo incte idi optissunt quis arume cus magnimo dit parci apit ea num fugit recea

A CRY FOR
HELP
The day we went to church and met the
Women’s Group was also the day that
changed the lives of little Viola Ayine age 6
and her brother Lauben Akampurira age 12.
Their father had been a soldier and had recently died of HIV. Their mother then ran off
and left them. The only person they had to
take care of them was their crippled grandmother. Despite her disability she walked
from her village to the Guest House where
we were staying. She was unable physically
or financially to look after her grandchildren
and had heard that there were people here
who may help her. They were brought inside
and given food and drink and a miracle.
Tony and Helen, who had already done so
much for the community, offered to sponsor
the education and board of both children,
answering an old woman’s prayers and giving a future to two young souls. Another
heart-warming story with a happy ending!
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NKURINGO–
NKURINGO IS AN isolated community set literally on top
of a mountain, 2200 meters above sea level. Bordering
the Rift Valley, the landscape is beautiful overlooking
the Bwindi Impenetrable Forest which is home to half of
Uganda’s 300 critically endangered mountain gorillas
(the total population in the world is believed to be 700).
In the distance are the Virunga volcanos and at night
one can often be seen exuding a red glow showing its
currently activity.
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FIRST IMPRESSIONS
was intended. On this visit too I asked my second sponsor child (who boards at the Primary school because her
father has died and her mother struggles to keep her and
her siblings at home) if there was anything she needed
or would like while I was there. She thought for a moment and said ‘Maybe a chicken or goat for my family.’
On our trip we visited the most vulnerable community
groups to distribute aid: the Women’s group, the HIV
group and Batwa community. Their thanks for our support of them was always shown by singing and dancing
to us. It was a truly humbling experience.

My overwhelming impression of life in Nkuringo is how
physically tough it is. The children in both schools start
Below: Jenny and Bob on their journey
the day at 7.30am and finish at 5.30pm. Those from the
poorest families or with one surviving parent or no parent at all often
Goats and chickens were distributed to these groups too from our ‘Give
board at the school, going home at holiday times only. In the evenings
hope give a hen’ campaign. I was interested to see that each £30 donated
and at the weekend these children do their own washing and help clean
bought a female goat. Many of these were already pregnant, some were
the school. When water is needed, first thing in the morning the secondimminently about deliver and a few came with a young kid- a real ‘Buy
ary children walk 4 km to the valley floor to collect cans of water and then
one get one free’ moment.
make their way back to school, carrying the cans on their heads. The climb
is arduous. The children all work very hard in school and are keen to tell
Basic commodities that we take for granted: water and electricity are
you how seriously they take their opportunity of education. Standards
seriously lacking. There is a spasmodic supply of electricity to the village
are high in the schools and all the children are delightful. They talk about
although almost all homes are without it. Water supply is a massive issue
aspirations of becoming teachers, engineers, doctors, pilots etc. Their
too, as although there are opportunities for collecting the sometimes
education offers life changing opportunities for them.
heavy rainfalls, there are no facilities for water storage so villagers too
have to make the journey to the valley floor to collect water. Members of
The Nkuringo community is extremely poor. Those who are lucky enough
our group have fundraised to provide Solar panels and Water tanks for the
to own a piece of land grows crops of mainly potatoes and beans for their
schools and these are massively benefiting, however this work needs to
own needs with sometimes a few left over to sell locally. Their land often
and is continuing.
slopes at 60 degrees making cultivation difficult, but the soil is fertile and
crops grow well. The Head teachers of both schools do additional work
to supplement their income. The Head teacher of the Secondary school
Jenny Aldridge
grows potatoes for his family’s subsistence but also to sell. The HeadOctober 2018
teacher of the Primary School makes bricks, by hand. People live mainly on
vegetables and Posho (maize flour mixed with water) and sometimes rice.
Animal protein is very expensive and therefore rarely affordable. Thus why
we as a group have campaigned to buy chickens and goats for the most
vulnerable groups in order that they have a sustainable source of eggs
and meat. On a personal note, last Christmas I bought 3 chickens for the
family of my first sponsor child. On this visit I met the mother, Jackie, and
asked her how the chickens were and if the family were getting eggs now.
She said, ‘Yes we have eggs and some are hatching now.’ I was delighted
that my small gift was producing an expanding food source for them, as it

KARRIE,ZARA,
KAREN & ROSS’S
BAGS OF SUPPORTFIRST VISIT
TO UGANDA
Karrie Mellor
October 2018

EITHER OF US REALLY knew what to expect as we packed for our life changing visit to
Nkuringo.
We wondered if we had packed too many pants and shoes and if people would really need all
the aid we were bringing.
We needn’t have worried and were very grateful for Jan’s great advice of filling the shoes with
underwear which meant we could use every inch of space in the bags we were taking.
On our first day we gave out the aid to the children from the primary and secondary school. They
queued and queued and we were humbled by their gratefulness. Many children were too shy to say
much but their wonderful smiles told us all we needed to know.
We soon realised that next time we need to be more organised with what we bring- the girls in
Uganda don’t wear trousers or shorts so any items that had been brought needed to be moved to
the boys’ section. I was concerned that the pink flowery trousers would not find a home again. I
shouldn’t have worried - the boys were still grateful for the clothing despite the colour.
However, the next time we pack the clothing we will be sure not to bring girls trousers or shorts
- so we can give boys the boys clothes they deserve. The fact that the girls don’t wear trousers
meant we had a surplus of girls tops when we were trying to pair up outfits and a lack of skirts.
Next time we need to make sure we match the tops to skirts. Also, we would like to bring out
more dresses - the girls loved any dresses whether they were what we considered rather plain
school summer dresses or prettier numbers.
What we hadn’t bargained for was the temperature in this area drops quite considerably during
the winter months and evenings and we had a lot of pleas for “please a sweater?” We will definitely
bring out more jumpers - school fleece lined ones were particularly popular and hoodies were
especially well received.
Our biggest learning however, was with shoes. We brought out what we considered was more
than could possibly be needed, but how wrong we could be. It wasn’t long before we had run out of
shoes. The largest sizes went first. The children in Nkuringo generally have bigger feet for their age
than our children in the UK.
To try and get this right next time we have measured all the secondary school pupils’ feet - Zara
did all the girls but she thought she should give someone else a turn when it came to the boys! that Jan had the honour of doing. We now know what size all the secondary (and primary) pupils
are and we will be able to hopefully get them decent shoes. One thing we noticed during our trip
was how uneven all the paths and roadways were - no tarmac within 3 hours drive of Nkuringo- so
shoes need to be really practical- no need for high heel numbers here!
They can buy hard wearing flip flops and this is what many of the children came to us in. They
work as when the rain and mud comes they can be easily cleaned. However, considering some of
the primary children have a 20 km round trip (to get home in holidays- secondary school sometimes even more) it would be a great idea if we were able to give them solid walking shoes. Bags
of Support will be working closely with Jan and Steve at Nkuringo to donate as much clothing and
shoes as we can manage to send out.
We have been back a week now and Nkuringo hasn’t dimmed at all in our memories - we are
constantly thinking of things we can do to help our lovely Ugandan friends.
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LAKE MUTANDA
The trip to Lake Mutanda has become an exciting event in the calendar
of the Primary School! Many children have not seen a lake – let alone
float on top of it in a dugout canoe. The trip there also takes in tarmac
roads, multi storey houses, shops and markets – all experiences many
have only heard about! This visit promised to be special.

E

ACH GO UGANDA group makes the trip
to the lake accompanied by chosen
children from the Primary School. The
transport is the standard open top Uganda
Cattle Truck (although we do have a minibus for those who cannot take truck and
bumpy roads combined!).
We usually take about 20 children on the
trip. This time we opened it up and asked
if anyone wanted to pay for a child to go

then for £4 they could be included. We also
included the Secondary School as we now
support that school.
Ann Frampton and Mike Hughson made
a massive difference to the trip by paying
for 40 children to go – thank you Ann and
Mike for this wonderful contribution!
We were quite a band that set off on
Friday morning – children singing at the
tops of their voices as we lurched down the

mountain to the amazement of locals we
passed. The word “Muzungu” – white
person - floated through the air as they
took in the truck with white people mixed
up with local children – all laughing and
screaming at the unexpected bumps!

Photos show children and group being sorted
into canoes and then sailing out onto the lake.
Far left: Children dance with the Womens Group
Bottom Middle: The famous Cattle Truck
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The photos say it all. We stopped off on
the way to the Lake to drop some bags of
aid to our second women’s group – cue for
more dancing in which the children joined
in enthusiastically! Once there we had to
distribute the children among the canoes
– remember none of them can swim. Most
were given life jackets or put next to a
strong swimming Muzungu.

The sun shone and all children went on the
water and nobody fell in! Memories were
made! A picnic lunch finished many off
and the two vans that accompanied the
truck were lulled with the sound of snoring
as we wended our way back up the hills and
home. Fantastic!

Above: James sleeps as soundly as the baby he is cuddling
Helen, Tony and Kate keep sleeping children safe
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WE ARE ON

TOP

OF THE

WORLD
Top of the World is a special place for everyone who visits
Nkuringo. You are actually standing in the clouds with the
volcanoes of the Congo and Rwanda and the impenetrable
forest of Uganda filling the horizon on all sides.
Here is where Ross, James Anita and Jasmine taught tag rugby
and played football; primary and secondary school children
mingled and danced, laughter filling the air! Magic!
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HENS AND GOATS

Give Hope Give a Hen continues its momentum as we roll towards
Christmas. Here are goats and hens being given to the Positive Living
Group, the Batwa Group as well as the Secondary School for their new farm!
We even gave the odd sheep too for those who preferred it (same price as a
goat). Thank you everyone! We are always happy to provide more!
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S
HENS AND
GOATS
CONTINUED

OMEONE ASKED me why we supply hens and goats to the needy of
Nkuringo. In an environment where everyone has to be almost completely self sufficient most people live on vegetables. Eggs and milk are a
wonderful addition to their diet and giving a hen or goat to a family gives
them the ability not only to use the milk and eggs but also to barter for
other necessities. When chicks are born the hens are kept to increase the
flock. Most of the cocks are swapped or occasionally eaten as part of a
celebration. Meat is a luxury usually saved for special celebrations. Goats
often have twins and again the females are kept to increase the flock and
the males are used for special meals or bartered.
Remember £10 buys a hen, £30 buys a goat or sheep. You name your gift
and can choose which of our groups it goes to and in return you will receive
a photo of the recipient complete with name. So many families still need
help. Every penny you send goes directly to the community. If we give
enough people the ability to “grow their own food” ultimately such gifts will
not be necessary.

CHILDREN
SPONSORED

Above: Some of the newly sponsored children

Sponsoring a child to have an otherwise unobtainable education is one of the most
rewarding things you can do. You give hope and a future not only to that child but
also to their family. If you are interested in sponsoring please get in touch!

W

E ARE DEEPLY grateful to all those who take on this commitment – not for everyone as it means taking on the
responsibility of writing letters – so loved by these needy children
who often have little love in their lives – and also to continue to
pay for several years. Please do note that if for any reason you
cannot continue to support your sponsor child we will always find
another sponsor – life happens. Once a child has started
education we are committed to ensuring they stay there.
Whilst in Uganda we were thrilled that our Go Uganda October
team – already sponsors of children – found it in their hearts to
take on a few more:
Tony and Helen Lloyd-Waldren took on Viola and Lauban (see
the article on page 29), Karen Lawton and Ross took on Nalinda
Natukunda age 6 from the Sanuriro Batwa Community, Devin

Moussette and Jes Lunn took over support of Justine Mukamariyo
and Karrie Mellor of Sarah Ainembabazi from Denis Twebase who
had supported them both personally until now. Anita Baxter’s
friend offered to support Celestine Mugarura and Jess Fitzherbert
and William McIntyre took over the support of Catherine Ninsima
(the little girl who had a goitre operated on last year) as her sponsor pulled out. Ruth Mason also offered to take Cleus Tweyongere
on into Secondary Education after his sponsor also regretfully had
to stop after taking him all the way through Primary School. Jenny
and Bob Aldridge took on Jonas Akampurira brother to one of their
existing sponsor children.
We thank all of you who sponsor a child – even if only for a year
or two – your contribution makes it possible for us to believe that
one day these children will be succesful educated adults.
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ENGANZI LODGE
One of the options given to the Go
Uganda group is to pay to go on a Safari
Extension after their Nkuringo visit.
Uganda is an amazing country and
although in Nkuringo you can
experience beautiful sweeping rugged
hilly terrain, there is another, perhaps
more well known, side to Africa.

Q

UEEN ELIZABETH National Park is in southwest Uganda. Leopards roam the Mweya
Peninsula, which lies beside Lake Edward. Nearby
Lake Katwe is a huge volcanic explosion crater.
Boats on the Kazinga Channel float past hippos
and Nile crocodiles. Chimpanzees inhabit the
Kyambura Gorge. The area is home to tree-climbing lions and shoebill storks.
Ten of our party, accompanied by Asgario and
Damiano – one of the secondary school pupils
on work experience, headed off for this amazing
adventure.
They started with a game drive and Yes Result! They were blessed to see the famous
tree climbing lions among elephants, monkeys,
warthogs and other exotic creatures.
Finally to Eganzi Lodge for a two night stay.
Ross christened the new swimming pool and
everyone appreciated the beautiful rooms – yes
with water, showers and amazing views of the
sweeping plains of the Park. Such a contrast
with Nkuringo – although everyone was already
missing their special friends there!
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WATER SAFARI AT

MWEYA LODGE
A

NEW DAY and a new adventure: The 36km
Kazinga Channel connects two Rift Valley lakes:
Edward and George. These are named after Queen
Victoria’s son and heir, Edward VII and his own
successor, George V.
Leaving from beautiful Mweya Lodge on its banks
our party cruised the Kazinga Channel and viewed
the immense concentration of elephants and hippos at close range – not to mention the notorious
sunbathing Nile crocodiles and a host of exotic
birds and animals – all so close you felt you could
touch them.
A quick trip to the Equator and another game
drive rounded off the perfect day!
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CHIMPANZEE

On the borders of the lake the extension group met Auleria and
Nestor who were returning from their trip to the airport with the
basic group. All piled in to boats that would take them to the Eco
Lodge on its own private island – their final destination.

After a final night in Eganzi the party were moving on to their next
hotel on Lake Bunyoni – but not before spending some time up
close and personal with chimpanzees!!! The Kyambura Gorge is the
only area within the Park where you can get up close to wild
chimpanzees – obviously in the presence of an experienced guide!

LAKE BUNYONI & ECO LODGE
Lake Bunyoni is the second deepest lake in Africa, situated close to the
Rwanda border. Its 29 islands include Punishment Island where girls who
had been naughty before marriage were cast away to perish. Luckily
most were rescued by fishermen looking for a cheap wife! This is also the
island location of the Eco Lodge – the next destination.

Here time to chill and watch the bird life from the comfort of the
bar and reflect on their Ugandan experience.

THE HUT
All groups always end up at the Hut restaurant in Rwanda.
Members can eat a hearty meal and then curl up in the coach
for a few hours before the trip to the nearby airport – or book
into a local hotel if they prefer to spend a little time in comfort before the early flight home. Time to celebrate another
successful adventure!
The Hut: Great food and a great place to chill
before the journey home

Above: Lodges on the
lake.
Left: Tony carrying
coffee Ugandan style
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COFFEE

A SWEET TREAT
S
OMETIMES the little things give the most pleasure!
Tara Garritt was given some sugar cane by the
grandfather of Alice – one of her sponsor children. Our
lovely cook Emma peeled and prepared some of it for
the group to try. There was lots
left so Tara took it to Top of the
World where the children’s reaction was amazing – remember
these children don’t get sweets.
Tara asked Nestor how much
it would cost to get enough
for ALL the children. She paid
about £36 for 100 6ft canes
which were soon delivered to
the Primary School. The cane was
chopped into pieces and every child
had a wonderful natural treat! You
can see by the photos what a treat
that was!! Thank you Tara!!

Karrie Mellor’s great scheme for making money for Nkuringo

B

EFORE OUR TRIP TO Nkuringo I was wondering if there was going to be
anything we could purchase that would enable us to make some money
for the community. I began to think about coffee. We knew that the area
around Nkuringo was volcanic and from previous trips to Hawaii I had learned
that the world renowned Kona coffee was produced on Volcanic ground.
We did our research and found out that we were all allowed to export 2kg of
coffee beans per person. During our trip we popped off with Asgario and
visited a local coffee plantation where we purchased 50kg of green coffee
beans. Transport back to the UK was luckily at zero cost as it came back in our luggage
– thanks everyone! It was quite interesting at the conveyor belt at Gatwick Airport as
people retrieved their bags and then proceeded to open them and give us a brown paper
parcel of coffee beans!
I have subsequently taken it to a local coffee roaster JUJU Beans and they are trialling
various roasts to find the most suitable for that particular bean.
JUJU were very excited as its very difficult to get hold of Ugandan coffee beans especially single farm ones (most are blends from a variety of farms). So our beans are
special! With JUJU’s help we will be offering both ground and coffee beans to the
consumer. We have done our sums. JUJU sells less superior beans for £7.95 per 200g. As
this is a trial and we want to sell our stock we have decided to sell 200g for £5.95 and 3
bags for £15. Each bag should make a minimum of £3 profit which is enough to keep a
child in senior school for a week.
If anyone would like to order any of this wonderful coffee please let me know - it can be
picked up from us in Partridge Green; JUJU in Salt Dean or at Shoreham market. 100% of
the profits will go to Nkuringo. Little steps!
Hopefully if successful the next Go Uganda group may bring us back more coffee to
process!!!

STILL THEY KEPT GIVING
Despite having brought so much aid
with them the group continued to give.
From buying hens and goats for our
needy groups to purchasing mattresses,
blankets, hooks and benches for the
dormitories they kept giving until they
left. Every dollar, pound and shilling
used to best advantage! The community
was overwhelmed by every new act of
kindnes
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MEDICAL

Gilipina Kyorisima

HELP
NEEDED

URGENTLY

Some of you have followed our efforts to help the poor and needy of
Nkuringo for some time. Apart from the more obvious areas we work
in – which fill these pages – we have a growing number of people
needing medical assistance.

Y

OU WILL REMEMBER Enoth the boy with a growth on his ear – look at him now!
Donata, the young girl with the terrible skin condition – now smiling and back
at school! and not to forget Jane – the lady with the large goitre. I am pleased to
say Jane’s operation is booked and paid for and takes place on Friday 16th November. We will bring you updates in the next newsletter on Jane – it has been a long
road for her – hopefully her wait is now nearing an end.
All these people had treatable issues that had been allowed to get so bad that in
every case they became life threatening. We often forget how easy it is for us to
visit a doctor and get treatment when things go wrong. If you live a subsistence
life in an isolated region of the world it is a different story. Medical assistance is
available – if you have the money to undertake a trek that could be a couple of
days – to the nearest hospital – and then the money to pay for treatment.

When we were in Nkuringo we met Gilipina
Kyorisima. She is 24
years old. Both her
parents are dead. She
was married and has a
child but her husband
is long gone so she
is a single parent.
Her mother is Teresa Bamushobeza who is the
eldest sister to Jane (lady with the goitre) and
Juliet (mother of Constance, sponsored by Janice
Allen) who is also developing a goitre. She lives
in the Kahurire village of Nteko.
Three years ago she developed a pimple
just above her eye. She tried to squeeze it to
remove the pus but it turned septic. The infection crept behind her eyeball and she developed
complications. By May this year her eyeball
had been so displaced by infection it is almost
pushed out of the socket. She plucked up
courage to visit the Ruharo Eye Centre and they
referred her for a CT scan. The referral carried a
$120 bill so obviously she could not go.
Like many people in Nkuringo Gilipina was
now resigned to let fate take its course. Luckily
someone brought her to meet us at the Guest
House and it goes without saying that Go
Uganda cannot let Gilipina continue to suffer.
We asked Asgario to take her for an up to
date diagnosis. On 9th November, after our
departure, Asgario took Gilipina to the Mayanja
Memorial Hospital. She has a new appointment for a scan next week. She will make that
appointment! It is the same week her aunt
undergoes her operation on her goitre.
We could not continue to help these people
if it was not for the kindness of our sponsors
and friends all over the world. Gilipina is at the
beginning of her treatment as Jane hopefully
reaches the end of hers.
If anyone feels like helping we have a medical
fund now to ensure we keep the people in our
Nkuringo community as healthy as we can.
Nobody should suffer for the sake of a doctors
bill. In some cases it only takes a few pounds
to provide the medicine they need.
We are thankful we have Asgario, our eyes, ears
and feet on the ground, to help us help these
people. Thank you Asgario!
We will bring you updates on all our patients
in the newsletters. Please do contact me if you
would like to help.

FAREWELLS &

HUGS

And so our trip came to an end. Everyone left with memories that will last
a lifetime. Farewell Nkuringo - Go Uganda will be back again in 2019 to
continue our shared journey to a better life!
The Newsletter however will be back again as usual next month!

UNTIL JUNE 2019

